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Case Study: Rahat Cash Transfer

Pilot 17.0 Cash Distribution to Unbanked Population 
using Blockchain Technology
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Beneficiary Highlight: Shyam Bahadur Nagarkoti lives by himself in a makeshift tent 
built by a reconstruction team after the 2015 April Earthquake in Nepal. He used to be a 
farmer but lost his eyesight five years ago, leaving him crippled and unable to move 
freely on his own terms. 

He is unaware of the latest technologies and seemed detached when we explained to 
him how the Rahat system works. Regardless, he was happy to receive cash and hastily 
agreed to save it up for his eye treatment. 

100 beneficiaries like Shyam Bahadur Nagarkoti who are unbanked were provided with 
NRs. 1000 cash during Rahat’s 17th pilot at Nagarjun District.

Figure (1)  Shyam Bahadur Nagarkoti (right)
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Context

Many a time, during a humanitarian crisis, the victims are provided with in-kind 
packages which include staple and preserved food, clothes, first aid kits, 
reconstruction materials, etc. depending on the type of disaster. However, 
recipients are confined to living with/making use of the items donated to them. 
With cash assistance, it addresses specific individual needs and empowers 
recipients by giving them more control over how they respond to adversity 
while maintaining their dignity. A recent literature review by WFP concluded 
that cash transfers are more cost-effective and efficient than in-kind modalities. 
Globally, 736 million cash transfers were conducted digitally in 2020-2021 (1). 

The Challenge

There are growing challenges for aid agencies to reach the affected population 
during a disaster due to the collapse of well-functioning infrastructures. This 
has been exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic and restrictions. Man made 
disasters such as wars face similar problems. Due to the overwhelming help in 
the form of supplies for Ukraine refugees, the Government of the United 
Kingdom suggested donating cash rather than goods because cash can be 
quickly transferred where needed and be used to buy what is needed. The 
supplies provided today may not be what people need tomorrow (2).  

A Blockchain Technology Solution

Cash transfers cut down the cost of human resources, transport costs, and 
other transaction fees. Despite that, agencies are reluctant to use digital cash 
transfers because of the fraudulent activities online and the lack of 
transparency in the flow of funds. Additionally, there are 1.7 billion adults in 
the world who still remain unbanked. Considering all these existing challenges, 
Rahat, a mobile-based blockchain system was developed to provide real-time 
monitoring of aid distribution transactions that are secured and financially 
inclusive.

On its 17th pilot program, Rahat was successful in onboarding a Financial 
Service Provider (FSP), Gairigaun Co-operative, to distribute cash as a relief to 
the impoverished community of Gairigaun, Nagarjun municipality. Aid agency, 
Nagarjun Ward-2 was onboarded to identify and enter the details of the 
beneficiaries. Beneficiaries were selected based on their occupation, living 
conditions, and number of children in the household. The aid agency, FSP and 
social mobilizer were given 1-day training on how to use the applications. 
Additional tutorial videos and infographics of the process were also provided.
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Objectives
We  planned and executed 
our 17th pilot program to 
meet the following 
objectives:

● To provide freedom of 
choice to unbanked 
population (mostly single 
women and female 
senior citizens) by 
distributing cash in 
Nagarjun ward 2

● To involve FSP for cash 
distribution 

● To use aid connect for 
uploading the 
beneficiaries’ details 

● To conduct survey to 
understand how the 
beneficiaries utilize the 
cash

https://rahat.esatya.io/
https://docs.wfp.org/api/documents/WFP-0000137553/download/?_ga=2.153671224.1033238135.1650946950-1010864343.1649330897
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/33635
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-60619676
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DID YOU KNOW?
Rahat has completed 17 
pilot programs partnering 
with 55+ stakeholders and 
has reached 4100+ 
beneficiaries in 15 different 
rural and suburban parts of 
Nepal.

RESOURCE
Learn more about Rahat 
application here: 
https://www.unicefinnovatio
nfund.org/broadcast/update
s/rahat-tokenized-aid-distrib
ution-platform-support-vuln
erable-communities 

Rahat platform includes an agency dashboard, a digital wallet, a vendor app, a 
social mobilizer app, and a QR code/SMS-based token redemption process for 
beneficiaries. Aid agency used Aid Connect, a new feature of agency dashboard 
to upload beneficiary by anyone who has the ‘aid connect’ link. Since most of 
the beneficiaries did not have a mobile phone, QR codes with assigned tokens 
were generated by the aid agency to distribute amongst the beneficiaries by 
the social mobilizer. The FSP used a native vendor app to scan QR codes and 
verify the beneficiaries as they come to collect their cash relief when 
convenient. Once scanned and verified, the digital tokens are transferred to the 
vendor’s wallet in the vendor app. After distributing funds to all the assigned 
beneficiaries, the FSP used the same vendor app to redeem the digital tokens 
for cash from the aid agency.

Outcomes 

Real-time Monitoring
Previously aid agencies were unaware of the flow of funds once disbursed and 
had to deploy excessive human resources to monitor the situation on every 
part of the supply chain. But with the Rahat system, aid agencies are able to 
oversee the transactions made in real-time in the Agency Dashboard without 
visiting the cash distribution area. “There are no chances of double spending or 
beneficiaries not receiving aid as everything is recorded”, says Sarul Maharjan, 
Staff of Co-operative, the user of Vendor app. 

Cost-efficient 
Utilizing a digital wallet based on Ethereum protocol, the intermediaries are 
removed which results in lower transaction fees and no paperwork. 
Additionally, transportation costs, bank fees, and incentives are avoided. 

Figure (2) A complete cycle of transparent aid distribution with Rahat system

https://rahat.esatya.io/
https://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/broadcast/updates/rahat-tokenized-aid-distribution-platform-support-vulnerable-communities
https://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/broadcast/updates/rahat-tokenized-aid-distribution-platform-support-vulnerable-communities
https://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/broadcast/updates/rahat-tokenized-aid-distribution-platform-support-vulnerable-communities
https://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/broadcast/updates/rahat-tokenized-aid-distribution-platform-support-vulnerable-communities
https://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/broadcast/updates/rahat-tokenized-aid-distribution-platform-support-vulnerable-communities
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Quicker Service Delivery
In a traditional aid distribution model, identifying and onboarding beneficiaries 
usually take up to a week or two. Likewise, the arrival of aid in the affected area 
can take up to three months in Nepal.  Moreover, beneficiaries have to wait in 
line or wait for days to receive relief items. Whereas, the whole process for 
Rahat’s 17th pilot took only 2 days to onboard beneficiaries and a week to fully 
disburse cash that can be immediately used to fulfill their individual needs.

Financial Inclusivity
Cash distributions are usually conducted through banks for which an ID, bank 
account are necessary to verify identity. Uneducated population, displaced 
population, and population who under different circumstances aren’t able to 
present their ID, are excluded from aid distribution with mere excuse that 
there aren’t the citizens of the country and because they do not have a bank 
account to transfer money to. Rahat tackles this unjust problem by 
pre-generating qr code or by assigning tokens to mobile numbers or QR cards, 
so that beneficiaries can visit the vendor at their convenient to collect cash. On 
the 17th pilot, 100 pc of the unbanked population were easily able to receive 
cash from the assigned FSP. 

Figure (3) Social mobilizer distributing QR codes to beneficiaries

CVA Myth Buster
Myth: Cash assistance 
provided in a weak market 
system will increase influx of 
cash leading to price inflation, 
shortage of key items. 

In reality:  Cash transfer has a 
positive impact in the market 
through multiplier effect and 
it supports local businesses.

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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DID YOU KNOW?
Rahat targets SDG 1 No 
Poverty, SDG 2 Zero Hunger, 
SDG 5 Gender Equality and 
SDG 11 Sustainable cities and 
communities.

RESOURCE
You can read  more about 
Rahat pilot case studies 
here: 
https://github.com/esatya/
rahat/wiki/Pilot-Reports 

Lessons Learned

Time Period of Pilot Execution
The 17th pilot of Rahat was held a few weeks prior to local elections. So the 
municipalities that we approached were wary to participate in cash 
distribution. While working with local government, we need to be mindful of 
the election dates, any other incidents (their relation with the people living in 
the community) that might cause them to retreat from involving with Rahat.

Technical Issues that can be Avoided
A Tech team member was important to remain standby during the initial stage 
of execution. Some extra time was consumed while signing up in the Agency 
Dashboard and Vendor app using digital wallet as permission from the tech 
team was required. Likewise, due to defects on the camera of FSP’s mobile 
phone, scanning QR code was a struggle. Therefore, we need to provide 
smartphones to the stakeholders for the period of application. 

Incentive for Vendor and Mobilizer
Social mobilizers willingly take part in the Rahat process to contribute to the 
society as a volunteer. However not enough recognition is given to the 
mobilizer. Likewise, the vendors (FSP) should be provided with some 
recognition for participating in the Rahat system e.g. a certificate of recognition 
so that they are motivated and will proactively step forward to contribute in 
other aid distribution programs as well. 

Moving Forward

Overall, the 17th pilot project of Rahat was a success as we achieved another 
milestone of onboarding FSP for the first time. The pilot was completed in 2 
weeks from planning to execution. And 100 pc of unbanked beneficiaries were 
easily able to receive cash from the FSP using Rahat system. Moving on, we 
should plan and system test beforehand while using a new system feature, and 
a feedback mechanism should be in place to collect constructive user 
criticisms.  
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